Team ASTRO
Kevin Anderson  Sebi Anderson  Karl Woehle  Andrew Hrycek  Felicia Schmidt
Lewis Maio  Pete Thornton  Rob Flowers  Menelaos Paraskevas
28th at Round 1 : 52nd at Round 2 : 32nd at Murray Bridge

Team FOCUS
15th Round 1 : 26th Round 2 : 14th Round 3
Ben O’Connell  Ryan Weckert  Michelle Lennon  Bradley Thornton  Cameron Cook  Ashley Brown  Tamas Craske
Absent: Adrian Norman  Tim Lennon
UniSA Australian International HPV Super Series

Round 1: 6 Hour Event: Sunday, 27th May: Victoria Park: 165 Teams
Round 2: 6 Hour Event: Sunday, 29th July: Victoria Park: 184 Teams

Pre-Season Event: Track Day at Go-Kart Club SA track, Monarto: Sunday, 1st April

Our Team riders assisted the organisers, the AIPP Board, run the Series by helping with Scrutineering of all entered vehicles in days prior to each Round. Round 3 is also known as the Australian International Pedal Prix.

Team Protégé
102nd Round 1: 142nd Round 2: New body and Rider Overhead Protection system for Round 3, 215th
Alyssia Brown Karen M'Namara Lucy Brown

Team XP8
New vehicle with Trump TRX chassis and Ozone fairing built ready for Round 2, 34th : Round 3, 52nd
Daniel Webb Danny Wardle Stefan Sciancalepore Thomas Jensen
Daniel Chiuchiolo Alistair Brown Mathew Brown Jack Mathews

Students should see the Pedal Prix Coordinator, Mr. Spurling, or any rider, if they want to be a part of Pedal Prix.